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studio one 5 is the most powerful and intuitive platform for modern production ever created. weve
put decades of experience and innovative thinking into designing the tools that turn your ideas into
reality. design your performance the way you want. on stage, youll have the tools to take your
performance to the next level. at home, impress your friends and family by bringing the studio to
them. studio one remote is the first mobile device app to connect to a daw and play it via a standard
midi device. control your dj mix or virtual instrument studio from your smartphone or tablet, with ios
and android compatibility. with studio one remote, your productions are at your fingertips. with its
powerful, intuitive tools, the new studio one has the power to make you the creative force in your
music. build amazing beats, create your own instruments, and make your productions come to life.
the most advanced production platform available. the new studio one lets you create amazing music
by combining its powerful multitrack recording and editing tools with its innovative sound engine,
powerful tools for performance, midi sequencing, and a complete collection of virtual instruments. its
intuitive drag-and-drop workflow lets you create, edit, and perform with a single platform. studio one
has a sound engine that can turn your ideas into music, and you can import and use many of the
worlds most popular virtual instruments directly into the new studio one. with libraries of native
instruments sound packs, youll be able to create your own virtual instruments that have never been
available before.
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easily create a professional quality, plug-in-ready track from a single instrument. drag your
instrument to an empty track and studio one will automatically generate a complete track. you can

then add effects to the new track or use it as a master for automation. you can even mix and master
the instrument in studio one, and then send it back to ableton live or logic, if youre a live or logic

user. with session view, you can see a song in all its parts at a glance. mix, match, and fine tune any
part of a song using the powerful session view editing tools. edit in any layout, export for mixing, and
then tweak the edit in studio one. if youre new to daws, its a great way to learn what each track does
and how to use it. every new studio one 5 pro is compatible with a full year of updates and support.

no matter what daw you use, studio one is there to help you create. studio one pro 4.6.2.118 is
available for studio one 4 pro, studio one 3 pro, and studio one 2 pro. music is a creative process. its

fun, engaging, and challenging, so get out there and explore the creative power of studio one.
whether youre a beginner, an experienced musician, a composer, producer, or audio engineer, its

time to get inspired. studio one 5 is an all-in-one, creative and performance-oriented music creation
environment. with powerful tools for composing, recording, editing, mixing and mastering, youll have

everything you need to create your best music. if youre looking for the ultimate studio experience,
studio one is built to inspire and make the most of your music creation. work with a professional

music production environment that provides an easy workflow and intuitive interface. 5ec8ef588b
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